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Abstract 
Hayasaka, T., S. Saito and D.G. Rogers, Further results on irregular, critical perfect systems 
of difference sets II: systems without splits, Discrete Mathematics 110 (1992) 135-154. 
An (m, n; u, v; c)-system is a collection of components, m of valency u - 1 and n of valency 
u - 1, whose difference sets form a perfect system with threshold c. If there is an 
(m, n; 3, 6; c)-system, then m 22~ - 1; and if there is a (2c - 1, n;3, 6;c)-system, then 
2c - 12 n. For all sufficiently large c, there are (2c - 1, n; 3, 6;c)-systems with a split at 
3c + 6n - 1 at least when n = 1, 5, 6 and 7, but such systems do not exist for n = 2, 3 or 4. 
We describe here a general method of construction for (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems and use it 
to show that there are such systems for 2 G n c 4 and certain values of c depending on n. We 
also discuss the limitations of this method. 
1. Reprise 
The present paper complements a line of research initiated in [3] and we refer 
to this earlier paper for terminology and notation, as well as for background 
information and references, where details are lacking here. A general reference 
for perfect systems of difference sets is [l] and, besides [3], [4,6,7,2] also report 
investigations which are precursors of those described in this paper. In this 
opening section, we assume familiarity with this literature, although subsequent 
sections are more self-contained. 
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A perfect system of difference sets with threshold c is a partition of a 
consecutive run of integers starting with c into full, pairwise disjoint difference 
sets. In particular, an (m, n; u, v; c)-system is a family of m components of 
valency u - 1 and II components of valency u - 1, with u < U, whose difference 
sets form a perfect system with threshold c. In [3], interest centred upon 
(2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system which split at 3c + 6n - 1, although results were mixed. 
These are summed up in the following theorems, restated from [3]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that there is a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system with a split at 
3c + 6n - 1. Then: 
(i) c > n, and 
(ii) there is a (2c* - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system with a split at 3c* + 6n - 1 for all 
suficiently large c* depending on c and n. 
Theorem 2. (i) There is a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system with a split at 3c + 6n - 1 for 
some c depending on n, and so for all suficiently large c depending on n, at least 
when n = 1, 5, 6 or 7. 
(ii) There are no (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems with a split at 3c + 6n - 1 at least 
when n = 2, 3 or 4. 
In this paper, we consider (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems which do not split at 
3c + 6n - 1, as we needs must in order to cover the values of n in Theorem 2(ii); 
our subtitle is intended to be understood in this sense. (As it happens, the 
systems which we manage to construct turn out not to have proper splits, so this 
subtitle is not, in fact, misleading in a stricter sense, but that is a side issue.) Our 
approach is to see what can be salvaged in this case from the construction in [3] 
where poised spreads and complete permutations satisfying the associated (fixed) 
spread constraint were used to obtain split systems. We already have a model for 
this in [4] where it is shown that there is a (2c - 1, 2; 3, 6; c)-system for all c 3 5, 
with only a finite number of possible exceptions. 
We replace poised spreads by a weaker type of spread, the balanced spreads 
defined in Section 2, but examples of which have appeared already, unnamed, in 
[4, Lemmas 3 and 41. In Section 3, we show that one way to compensate for the 
lack of poised spreads when there is at least a balanced spread is to impose 
further constraints on the complete permutation which satisfies the associated 
spread constraints: these further constraints turn out to be of the type known, in 
[7,2,8], as sliding constraints. We apply these considerations to the construction 
of (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems with n = 3 and 4, obtaining sufficient conditions for 
existence in Section 4 and then finding, in Section 5, that these conditions are 
satisfied for some values of c (depending on n). Taking these results together with 
the earlier results on (2c - 1, 2; 3, 6; c)-systems in [4,7,2] (see also [3; Theorem 
A(iv)]), we then have the following complement to Theorem 2. 
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Theorem 3. (i) There is a (2c - 1, 2; 3, 6; c)-system if and only if c 2 5, except 
possibly for 15 s c 6 315. 
(ii) There is a (2c - 1, 3; 3, 6; c)-system at least when c = 8, 11, 12, or 13. 
(iii) There is a (2c - 1, 4; 3, 6; c)-system at least when c = 10, 11, 12 or 13. 
However, we find no analogue of Theorem l(i), other than the general 
inequality 2c - 1 2 n for all (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems; and we only have a 
counterpart to Theorem l(ii) if, on appealing to Theorem 4 of [7], there is a 
complete permutation satisfying the prescribed sliding constraint which splits 
appropriately (a technical property defined in [7,2,8]). 
The examples of balanced spreads coming from [4, Lemma 41 might seem to 
offer the basis for comparable results for general n to those in Theorems 3 for 
2<n ~4. We show, in Section 6, that, on the contrary, the method of Section 3 
can be used with these balanced spreads at most for 1 c n d 7 or n = 10 (although 
these may, of course, be either other balanced spreads for which this method 
does work or other methods, perhaps less dependent on complete permutations 
which are only a device for handling the components of valency 2 once the 
components of valency 5 have been specified). Thus two challenging open 
problems remain: 
(i) to find patterns for poised spreads of order n (so far we only have 
examples, as in [3], for n = 1, 5, 6 and 7); and 
(ii) to find fu rt h er examples of balanced spreads (besides those coming from 
[41). 
(The second problem takes an added significance for the construction of 
(2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems in the event that the answer to the first problem is that 
there are no poised spreads of order n, as we see here for 2 G n G 4.) 
2. Balanced spreads 
A collection of sets H,. = {h,(i, j): 1 d i d j s 5)) 14 r =S n, where 
0 G h,(i, j) = i h,(k, k), lGi<5; l<rSn, 
k=i 
is called a spread of order n when the following properties hold: 
(CY) UZLl {h,(l, I), h,(2, 2), h,(4, 4), h,(5, 5)) = {d: 0 s d < 4n); 
(0) U:=, {h,(l, 3), h,(2, 4), h,(3, 5)) = {d: 9n - 2 d d < 12n - 2); 
(y) {h,(l, 5): 1~ r d n} = {d: 14n - 3 G d < 15n - 3); 
(6) each of the sets UFL, {h,(L 21, h,(L 21, h,(4 5)), UF=, {h,(Z 3), h,(3, 4)) 
and Ukl {h,(L 4), h,(2, 5)) contains 2n distinct integers; and 
(E) the set {h,(3, 3): 1 c r s n} contains n distinct integers. 
In view of (E), we label the sets H,, 1 c r s n, in a spread of order n, so that 
h,(3, 3) < h2(3, 3) < . . . < h,(3, 3) < . . . < h,(3, 3). (1) 
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We also define 2n-tuples 5 = (xi, . . . , x2,J and y = (y,, . . . , y2,J, known as the 
spread vectors, by 
x,. = h,(3, 4) - 8n + 2, y, = h,(l, 4) - 13n + 3; (2a) 
x ?Z+r = h,(2, 3) - 8n + 2, y,,, = h,(2, 5) - 13n + 3. (2b) 
Then (6) ensures that 5, y and y - 5 = (y, -xi, . . . , yzn -x*~) are each 2n-tuples 
of distinct integers. These vectors are used to define the spread constraint x +y 
which we associated with a given spread (see (4)). 
For positive integral c, the c-expansion of the spread X = {H,: 1 <r in} 
consists of the sets & = {hF(i, j): 1s i G j s 5}, 1~ r s n, where 
k = 1, 2, 4, 5; 
k = 3, 
and 
fi:(i, j) = f: h:(k, 
k=i 
As Fig. 1 suggests, the set 
k), lGiGjS5. 
Af may be represented as the difference set D(A,) of a 
component A, of valency 5; indeed, we may take 
A, = (0) U {h^z(l, i): 1 c i S 5). (3) 
Also for positve integral c, we let NC denote the set of integers in modulus less 
than c. For 2n-tuples u and v, we say that u and 1;’ are viable for c when the 
components of ~4, v and v - u all belong to NC+,. The difference set fif = D(A,) 
is full if it consists of 15 distinct integers; and a collection such difference sets 
which are full and pairwise disjoint is called full also. When c is sufficiently large, 
both the following properties hold: 
(i) the 2n-tuples 5 and y defined by (2) are viable for c; and 
(ii) the sets &, 1 G r s n, form a full collection of difference sets of valency 5. 
h,(l, 5) + 7c 
h,(l, 4) + 6c h,(2, 5) + 6c 
h,(l, 3) + 5c h,(2, 4) + 5c h,(3, 5) + 5c 
h,(l, 2) + 2c h,(2, 3) + 4c h,(3, 4) + 4c h,(4, 5) + 2c 
h,(l, 1) + c h,(2, 2) + c h,(3, 3) + 3c h,(4) 4) + c M5, 5) + c 
Fig. 1. The set & in difference triangle form. 
In the following, we take c so large that properties (i) and (ii) hold. Suppose 
then that there is a permutation z of the set NC+,, of integers in modulus less than 
c + n which meets the following requirements: 
(a) n is complete in the sense that {n(i) - i : i E NC+,} = NC+,; 
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(b) n satisfies the spread constraint x+y for the spread X= {H,: 1 s r c n}, 
where u and Y are defined by (2), in the sense that 
Jr(&) = Y,, lGrC2n. (4) 
(Note that this is possible because, by property (i) above, 5 and y are viable for 
c.) 
Further, let T be the family of components T(d) where, for (dj < c + n, 
T(d)={O,d+4c+fh-2,x(d)+6c+13n-3}; Pa) 
the difference set D(T(d)) of T(d) is shown in Fig. 2. We also let 
{A~:1~s~2c-1}=~\{T(x,):1~r~2n}. (5b) 
n(d) + 6c + 13n - 3 
d+4c+8n-2 n(d)-d+2c+5n-1 
D(T(d)) 
Fig. 2. The difference set (triangle) of T(d). 
Now, employing the notation of (3) and (5), we write 
Dx = rel D@r); 
2c-1 
QT = ,Li D(A.3 
It follows (compare [3, Lemma 41) that 
Dx U DOT = {d: c C d < 7c + 15n - 3) \(Z\J) (6a) 
and 
(6b) 
where 
I = {d: 3c + 6n - 1 s d < 3c + 7n - 1) (6~) 
and 
J = {h,(3, 3) + 3c: 1 S r C n}. (6d) 
We say that the spread X = {H,: 1 d r G n} of order n is poised when 
(El) {Z&(3, 3): 1 srcn}={d:6n-lsd<7n-1). 
So, for a poised spread X, we have Z = J and hence, in the case, the components 
A,, 1 G r c n, together with the components Af, 1 s s c 2c - 1, specified in (3) 
and (5) respectively, form a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system. (Further examination, as 
in [3], shows that this system has a split at 3c + 6n - 1). 
If there are no poised spreads of order n, as we know from [3] is the case at 
least when rr = 2, 3 and 4, then there are no (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems with a split 
at 3c + 6n - 1. But (6) is sufficiently close to what is wanted for a (2c - 1, 
n; 3, 6; c)-system to make the continued use of spreads attractive even for such 
values of n. When Lemmas 3 and 4 of [4] are re-expressed in terms of the present 
language of spreads, we obtain examples of spreads of all orders which are not 
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poised; see Figs. 3 and 4 for these examples. However, these examples do have 
the weaker property of being balanced. 
26 25 
19 23 21 25 
17 16 18 20 21 19 
8 14 11 9 6 20 15 5 
3 5 9 2 7 0 6 14 1 4 
H1 H* 
(i) 
26 25 
19 23 21 25 
18 16 17 19 21 20 
9 15 10 8 5 19 16 6 
3 6 9 1 7 0 5 14 2 4 
H1 & 
(ii) 
Fig. 3. Examples of balanced spreads of order 2, showing the sets in the spread in difference triangle 
form. 
A spread X = {H,.: 1 =S r S n} of order n is said to be balanced when, under the 
convention (1)) 
(EJ h,(3, 3) + h,+r_,(3, 3) = 13n - 3, 1 C r S n. 
It is, in fact, quite natural to consider balanced spreads. By [4, Lemma 21 (or [3, 
§3]), there are 2 spreads of order 1 (up to mirror images of difference triangles) 
and both are poised and so balanced; by [4; Lemma 31, there are 3 spreads of 
order 2 (shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(a) with n = 2) and all are balanced. Indeed, 
from [4, Lemma 51, the difference sets of components of valency 5 in a 
(2c - 1, 2; 3, 6; c)-system form the c-expansion of some balanced spread of order 
2 (compare [3, Lemma 11; but note that, in view of [4, Lemma 21, the situation 
for (2c - 1, 1; 3, 6; c)-systems may be more complicated). 
15n - r - 3 
lln+r-4 13n + r - 3 
9n + 3r - 5 9n + 3r - 4 9n + 3r - 3 
6n - 4r 7n + 5r - 5 5n + 5r - 4 6n - 4r + 2 
2n - 2r 4n - 2r 3n + 7r - 5 2n - 2r + 1 4n-2r+l 
(a) n $3 (mod 5): H,,, 
Fig. 4. Examples of balanced spreads of order n, showing the sets in the spread in difference triangle 
form. 
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1%~ - r - 3 
13n + r - 4 lln + r - 3 
9n + 3r - 5 9n+3r-4 9n + 3r - 3 
6n - 4r 5n + Sr - 5 7n + 5r - 4 6n - 4r + 2 
4n - 2r 2n - 2r 3n + 7r - 5 4n - 2r + 1 2n - 2r + 1 
(b) n 3 2 (mod 5): Hr,2 
Fig. 4. Continued. 
However, perhaps the main attraction of considering spreads which are 
balanced (but not necessarily poised) is that, as Fig. 4 shows, they exist for all 
orders n > 1 (at least two for orders n + 2 or 3 (mod 5)). More formally, for t = 1 
or 2 and n 2 1, let X,,, be the collection of sets H,,, = {h,,,(i, j): 1 s i sj C 5}, 
1s r c n, where 
and, for lsrcn, 
h,,(l, 1) = h,2(2, 2) = 2n - 2r, 
h,,,(2, 2) = h,*(l, 1) = 4n - 2r, 
/~,,~(3, 3) = /~,~(3, 3) = 3n + 7r - 5, 
h,,1(4, 4) = h,2(5, 5) = 2n - 2r + 1, 
Iz,,~(~, 5) = h,*(4, 4) = 4n - 2r + 1. 
Then our first lemma makes our observations on Fig. 4 explict (compare also Fig. 
5 in [4]). This lemma includes somewhat more information than Lemma 4 in [4] 
which we find useful in dealing with the cases n = 3 and 4 in Sections 4 and 5. 
Lemma 1. (i) H,,1, n > 1, is a balanced spread if and only if n + 3 (mod 5). For 
n $3 (mod 5)) the spread constraint x -+ y associated with X,,, , is given by 
x = (3 - 3n, . . . ,5r - 3n - 2, . . . , 2n - 2,2 - n, . . . ,5r - n - 3, . . . ,4n - 3q) 
and 
y=( -2n ,..., r-2n-l,..., -n-l, 1, . . . r ,..., n ); 
also -]i and y are viable for c when c 3 2 if n = 1, and 
ca3n-2, nZ=2 
For n + 3 (mod 5), the c-expansion of Xn,, is full at least when c 2 2 if n = 1, c 2 5 
ifn=2, and 
c>5n - 10, c#5n-6, n>4 
(ii) X.2, n a 1, is a balanced spread if and only if n $2 (mod 5). 
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For n $2 (mod 5), the spread constraint x +y associated with Y&, is given by 
<=(3-n ,..., 5r-n-2 ,..., 4n-2,2-3n ,..., 5r-3n-3 ,..., 2n-3) 
and 
y=( 0 ,..., r-l ,..., n-l,l-2n ,..., r-2n ,..., -n ); 
also 5 and y are viable for c when 
c>3n-1. 
For n + 2 (mod 5), the c-expansion of SVn,, is full at least when c 3 2 if n = 1, and 
cS5n-9, c#5n-5, nS3 
Proof. (i) With Fig. 4 in view, it is straightforward to see that the defining 
properties for a balanced spread all hold, except possibly that the set 
fi {H,,,(2, 3), h,,1(3, 4)) = (7n + 5r - 5, 5n + 5r - 4: 1 =S r s n) 
r=l 
might fail to contain 2n distinct integers. But this set contains 2n distinct integers 
if and only if 2n - 1 is not divisible by 5, that is if and only if n $3 (mod 5), 
giving the first statement in Lemma l(i). 
The statement about the spread constraint x + y also follows immediately from 
Fig. 4, noting that, for n 2 2, 
while this maximum is lyrl = ly, - n,l = 2 for n = 1. 
As for the c-expansion of Xn, 1, with n s 2, n $3 (mod 5), it is clear that, in an 
obvious notation, each of the sets 
%$,(i, j) = {L:,,(i, j): 1 S r C n}, 1 S i Cj S 5, 
contains n distinct integers; so it is a matter of ensuring that these sets are 
disjoint. For example, since, for 1 < r c n, 
&,(3,3) - kJ(3, 3) = 7, &,(3, 4) - LJ(3, 4) = 5, 
the sets &n,I(3, 3) and pn,,(3, 4) are disjoint at least when 
3c + 10n - 5 = &,(3, 3) < h^C,,(3, 4) = 4c + 5n + 1 
or when &;,,(3, 4) <hz,,(3, 3){&;,,(3, 4) = 4c + 5n + 6, that is at least when 
c>5n-10, c#5n-6. 
Comparison of the other sets en,,(i, j), 1 s s c 5, in a similar way shows that, i j 
for n s 4, this condition suffices to ensure that they are pairwise disjoint and 
hence that the c-expansion of SY,,, is full, as claimed in the final statment of 
Lemma l(i); for n = 1 or 2, the process of comparison leads to the conditions 
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c 3 2 and c 3 5 respectively. (The condition for n 2 4 is slightly weaker than that 
in Lemma 4 in [4]. No doubt still weaker conditions can also be given for larger 
values of n, but we have no need of them in the present paper.) 
(ii) The proof of (“) 11 IS similar to that of part (i). 0 
3. Sliding constraints 
Let n be a fixed positive integer and let c be an arbitrary positive integer. We 
say that the pair {x, x’} of integers x and x’ are balanced (for c) when (compare 
(s*)) 
x+x’=6c+13n-3. 
If X = {ZZ,: 1 c r c n} is a balanced spread of order n, then, in the notation of 
(6), .Z\Z and Z\J can be partitioned into balanced pairs. We seek a method to 
replace such pairs in .Z\Z in a one-to-one fashion with pairs in Z\.Z by performing 
some appropriate exchange of difference sets. We examine in detail, in this 
section, the exchange technique used in [4, pp. 206-2071 with a view to applying 
it, in subsequent sections, to the balanced spreads provided by Lemma 1 as 
particular cases. 
So let X = {Z-Z,: 1 G r c n} be a balanced spread of order n and let c be so large 
that the 2n-tuples _is and y defined by (2) are viable for c and the c-expansion of X 
is full. Suppose also that n is a complete permutation of NC+, which satifies the 
spread constraint 5-y and let the components T(d), IdI <c + n, and A:, 
1 c s < 2c - 1, be defined in terms of JL by (5). We consider two ways of 
exchanging some of the components A,* for other components of valency 2 so as 
to obtain a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system. 
Single Component Exchange. Suppose that, for some q,, JC satisfies 
n(qI+l-c-n)=O, (7) 
so that T(q, + 1 - c -n) = (0, 3c + 7n + qL - 1,6c + 13n - 3}, where, in order to 
ensure that q, + 1 - c - n and n(q, + 1 - c - n) both belong to NC+,, 
OSq,C2(c+n-1). (8) 
The component T(q, + 1 - c - n) belongs to {A,*: 1 c s < 2c - l} provided that, 
for lSrC2n, 
q,#x,+c+n-1; Y, f0. (9) 
Now, consider exhanging this component for the component 
T*(q, + 1 - c -n) = (0, 3c + 6n + q2 - 2, 6c + 13n - 3). 
The difference sets of these components differ by balanced pairs (see Fig. 5). 
On replacing D(T(q, + 1 -c -n)) by D(T*(ql + 1 -c-n)), we exchange the 
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balanced pair 
X = (3c + 6n - q1 - 2,3c + 7n + q, - 1) 
for the balanced pair 
X*={3c+6n+q,-2,3c+7n-q,-1). 
6c + 13n - 3 6c + 13n - 3 
3c + 7n + q, - 1, 3c + 6n -4, - 2 3c + 6n + q2 - 2 3c + 7n - q2 - I 
D(T(q, + 1 - c -n)) D(T*(q, + 1 -c - n)) 
Fig. 5. Difference sets (triangles) for Single Component Exchange. 
By (8), neither member of X belongs to 1. On the other hand, X* is contained 
in Z provided that 
lcq,cn. (10) 
Hence, if (7)-(10) all hold, we are able in this way to exchange the balanced pair 
X, neither member of which belongs to I, for the balanced pair X* which is 
contained in I. 
Because ;rd is a permutation, (7) holds for one value of ql. Thus at most one 
exchange of this type is permitted. Further, in view of the second member of (9), 
an exchange of this type is not possible when SV = SY,,, for n 2 2, with n # 2 
(mod 5) as yr = 0 in this case by Lemma 1. 
A similar multi-component exchange rests on the observation that if, for k 2 2, 
r = (0, xi, xi + Yi>, l<i<k 
and 
TV = 
’ 1 
{O, Xi+lr xi + Yi>, lsi<k, 
{O,Xk+Yk-Yk-l,Xk+yk), i=k, 
where Xi+] + y,_r = xi + yi, 1 < i < k, then, as illustrated in Fig. 6, 
(fiD+= (&‘(T:))\X* 
where X = {XI, yk} and X* = {X1 + y1 - X2, Xk + yk - yk_I}. 
We describe in detail only the case k = 2. 
Xl +Yl xi +Yi xk +Yk 
. . . . . . 
Xl Yl xi Yi xk Yk 
WY) WY), i<i<k D(T,) 
Xl +Yl xi +Yi xk +Yk 
x2 ~l+Yl-~z xi+l Yi-1 xk +yk -yk-1 Yk-1 
WY) D(T,*), l<i<k WT:) 
Fig. 6. Difference sets (triangles) for Multi-Component Exchange. 
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Double Component Exchange. Suppose that qi, 1~ i c 4, are such that 
.7d(qi+1-C-n)=q2+i+1-C-n, lCiS2, 
0aqiC2(c+n-1), lSiC4, 
1 - c - n G q2+i -qisc+n-1, l<i<2, 
and 
q;#x,+c+n-1, q2+i#yr+C+n-1, lGiG2, 
so that the components 
(11) 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(13) 
T(q, + 1 - c - n) = (0, 3c + 7n + qi - 1,5c + 12n + q2+; - 2}, i = 1, 2, 
belong to {A:: 16 s < 2c - l}. Suppose further that 
q4=c+n+q2-4,-l, (14) 
and 
c+nSq,-q,sc+2n-1. (15) 
Then, on replacing the difference sets of the components T(q, + 1 - c - n), i = 1, 
2, by those of 
and 
T*(q, + 1 - c -n) = (0, 3c + 7n + q2 - 1,5c + 12n + q3 - 2}, 
T*(q2 + 1 -c -n) = {0,4c + 8n + q2 - q3 - 2, 6c + 13n + q2 - q1 - 3}, 
we exchange the balanced pair X, neither member of which is in I, for the 
balanced pair X* which is contained in I, where now 
and 
X = (3c + 7n + q, - 1, 3c + 6n - q, - 2}, 
X* = (2c + 5n + q3 - q2 - 1, 4c + 8n + q2 - q3 - 2). 
In the cases which we consider in Sections 4 and 5, we find that it is sufficient to 
apply single and double component exchanges. An exchange involving three 
components appears in [5, p. 4031, but components involving more than two 
components seem unwieldy. Indeed, it follows from a slight extension of our 
work in Section 6 that allowing them is no help in overcoming some obstacles 
encountered with the balanced spreads in Lemma 1. 
We encapsulate for the record in a lemma the goal to which all these exchanges 
are directed. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that, in carrying out some combination of these exchanges, we 
obtain, for 1 c i ~g, say, integers z, in NC+, for which T*(z;) is defined with 
Then there is a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system. 
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Proof. Let the component A:*, 1 C s s 2c - 1, of valency 2, be defined implicity 
by 
{A,**:1~~~2c-1}U{T(z,):1~i~g} 
={A::l<s~2c-l}U{T*(z,):l<i~g}. 
Then (16) is so designed in relation to (6) that 
{A,:1~r~n}U{A,**:1~s~2c-1} 
is a (2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-system. q 
Now the additional restrictions (7) and (11) on the complete permutation n 
encountered in these exchanges turn out to be examples of the sliding constraints 
introduced in [7,2,8], at least when, as in Section 4, we apply only single or 
double component exchanges and q1 happens to be a constant, independent of c. 
As before, let n be a fixed positive integer and let c be an arbitrary positive 
integer. A vector u of distinct integers not all constant with respect to c is said to 
be a sliding vector for c when 
u = z& + CL&, 
for some vectors e1 and s2 where the components of u, are constants, 
independent of c, while the components of g2 belong to the set (-1, 0, l}. We 
say that a complete permutation JG of NC+,, satisfies the sliding constraint u+ v 
when, for some p, u = (ul, . . . , up), v = (II,, . . . , v,) and v - ~4 are all p-tuples 
of distinct integers in NC+,, at least one of u and 9 is a sliding vector for c and 
(the ‘satisfaction’ condition; compare (4)), 
Jr(u;) = ZJi, 1CiGp. 
Instances illustrative of this notion appear in Lemmas 3, 4 and 5. 
Theorem 4 of [8] shows that if, for some c, there is a complete permutation x 
of NC+,, which satisfies the sliding constraint u+ y and has a certain technical 
splitting property, then, for all suficiently large c, there is a complete permutation 
of NC+,, which also satisfies the constraint u + II. However, finding some complete 
permutation, if any, with all the required properties seems to be difficult (but see 
Section 5). Thus our theory at this point is less finished than that in [3] for 
(2c - 1, n; 3, 6; c)-systems which split at 3c + 6n - 1 where a simpler result on 
fixed constraints (see [8; Theorem 31) applies. (Note that, in effect, we try to 
make up for the lack of this split in the system itself by imposing the technical 
splitting property in conjunction with sliding constraints on the complete 
permutation instead.) 
4. Some sufficient conditions: the cases n = 2, 3 and 4 
Here, and again in Section 6, we consider implementing the exchanges 
described in the previous section in the cases of the balanced spreads 9&, given 
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by Lemma 1. The cases n = 2, 3 and 4 which we treat in this section as part of our 
efforts leading to Theorem 3 also serve to reveal some of the limitations of this 
method which we comment on more fully in the later section. We find it 
convenient to write ti for --)2 (negative n), where n is an integer. 
For n = 2, we have the following restatement of Lemma 9 in [4], for the proof 
of which by the exchange method we refer to that paper. 
Lemma 3. If c 2 5 and there is a complete permutation of NC+2 which satisfies the 
sliding constraint 
(5,2,0,5,1 - c)-+ (4,3,1,2, O), 
then there is a (2c - 1, 2; 3, 6; c)-system whose components of valency 5 form the 
c-expansion of Xz,, . 
We thus begin our work proper with the case n = 3. 
Lemma 4. If c 2 8, with c # 10, and there is a complete permutation of NC+, which 
satisfies the one of the sliding constraints 
(0,5,10,7,2,3,3 - c, i - c) 
(0, 1,2,5,4,3,3 + i, i - 3) 
for i = 1 or 2, then there is a (2c - 1, 3; 3, 6’ c)-system whose components of 
valency 5 form the c-expansion of &,,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, X3.2 is a balanced spread and the associated spread vectors 
; and y defined by (2), namely 
- - 
< = (0,5,10,7,2,3), y = (0, 1, 2,5,&S (17) 
are viable for c > 8. But if c 2 8 and c # 10, then the c-expansion of & is full. 
Further, in this case, we have, in the notation of (6), 
I\J = (3c + 17,3c + 19}, J\Z = (3c + 11,3c + 25). 
It is straightforward to verify from (17) in conjunction with (ll)-(15) that, on 
taking q1 = 5 and either 
q2=3, q3=c+6, q4=c, n(3 - c) = 4, x(1 - c) = 2 
or 
q2=4, q3=c+ 7, q4 = c + 1, n(3 - c) = 5, JC(~ - C) = i, 
we effect a double component exchange in which X = (3c + 11,3c + 25) is 
exchanged for X* = (3c + 17, 3c + 19}. Therefore, if JC satisfies one of the 
constraints mentioned in the lemma, then the spread constraint x-y defined by 
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(17) is satisfied and a double exchange is possible. The lemma then follows on 
appeal to Lemma 2 with g = 2, z1 = 3 - c and z2 = i - c, i = 1 or 2. 
Fuller analysis in this case excludes a single component exchange or a double 
component exchange other than those just described. 
Lemma 5. If c 3 10, with c # 14, and there is a complete permutation of NC+4 
which satisfies one of the sliding constraints 
(3, 4, 1,6,2,3,8,13, c + 2, 5 - c, i - c) 
- - 
(8,j,6,5,1,2,3,4,O,j,i-5) 
for 5 < 4 + i <j s 8, then there is a (2c - 1, 4; 3, 6; c)-system whose components of 
valency 5 form the c-expanesion of X4,,. 
Proof. Working with the balanced spreads Y&i, we find, in the notation of (6), 
that I and J are disjoint, with 
and 
I = (3c + 23, 3c + 24, 3c + 25, 3c + 26}, 
J = (3c + 14, 3c + 21, 3c + 28, 3c + 35). 
Continuing on the lines of the proof of Lemma 4 and under the hypotheses of the 
present lemma, (3c + 21, 3c + 28) can be exchanged for either of the balanced 
pairs of I using a single component exchange and then (3c + 14,3c + 35) can be 
exchanged for the other balanced pair of I using a double component exchange, 
the choice of sliding constraint given in the lemma reflecting these several 
possibilities. Note that the conditions on c suffice to ensure both that the spread 
vectors associated with Xd,i are viable for c and that the c-expansion of Xi,, 1 is 
full. 0 
Again, further analysis shows that Lemma 5 covers all possibilities using single 
and double component exchanges in working with X,,, and, moreover, that it is 
not possible to work with 9&z (although S&., unlike X2,, or ,3&i in the 
comparable contexts of Lemmas 3 and 4, is a balanced spread). 
5. Existence results: the cases n = 2, 3 and 4 
The sliding constraint in Lemma 3 was considered as a case study in the 
account [7, 21 of the arithmetic of complete permutations with constraints. 
Complete permutations which satisfy this constraint and have the technical 
splitting property needed to apply Theorem 4 of [S] were found for several low 
values of c. Our result in this case (taken from [2]) is thus fairly precise. In the 
case of the sliding constraints in Lemmas 4 and 5, however, our computational 
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studies have been more modest, although sufficient to suggest that complete 
permutation which satisfy them are likely to be plentiful for large c. Selected 
examples and other details are presented in the Appendix. 
On the basis of these studies we obtain the following lemma which taken 
together with Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, establishes Theorem 3. 
Lemma 6. (i) There is a complete permutation of NrW2 which satisfies the sliding 
constraint 
(5,2,0,5,1 - c)+ (4,5,1,2,0) 
if and only if c 2 5, except possibly for 15 G c c 315. 
(ii) There is a complete permutation of NC+3 which satisfies one of the sliding 
constraints 
(0,5,10,7,2,3,3 - c, i - c) 
(0, 1,2,5,4,3,3 + i, i - 3) 
for i = 1 or 2 at least when 
(a) for i = 1: x = 11 or 12 (but not for c C 10); 
(b) for i = 2: c = 8, 11, 12 or 13 (but rtot for c G 7 or c = 9, 10). 
(iii) There is a complete permutation of NC+4 which satisfies one of the sliding 
constraints 
(9,4,1,6,2,3,8,13, c + 2, 5 - c, i -c) 
- - 
(S, ;i, 6,5,11,2,3,4,O,j, i - 5) 
for5<4+iSjS8atleastwhen 
(a) i = 1, j = 5 or 6: c = 11, 12, 13 (but not for c G 10 or c = 14); 
(b) i = 2, j = 6: c = 10, 12, 13 (but not for c s 9 or c = 11, 14). 
6. Some limitations of the Exchange Method 
We begin with a general lemma for double component exchanges, a special 
case of which rules out the use of Yi& in the context of Lemma 5. In fact, all the 
results in this section remain true if double component exchanges are generalized 
to multi-component exchanges along the lines suggested in Section 4. Our 
notation remains here and in the following as in Sections 2 and 3. 
Lemma 7. Suppose that, using the c-expansion of the balanced spread SY of order 
n with spread vectors x and y, a double component exchange is made involving the 
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balanced pair 
X = (3c + 6n - q1 - 2,3c + 7n + q1 - l} 
contained in J \ I. Then 
rr(qI+l-c-n)~{d:l~d~q,} 
and 
JC(q,+l-c-n)${y,:lGrG2n} 
(18) 
(19) 
Proof. From (12b), with i = 1, c + n - 12 q3 - ql, ~0 
q1sq3+1-c-n=x(qI+l-c-n). 
Also from (15), qk+l - q2 2 c + n, so 
n(ql+1-c-n)=qg+1-C>qZ+131. 
Combining these inequalities confirms (18), while (19) is just a restatement of 
part of (13). Cl 
If X = Yen,, (assuming that this is a balanced spread), then, considering the 
spread vectors 4 and y defined by (2), as presented in Lemma 1, we see that (18) 
and (19) conflict if q; is too small in comparison with n (compare the proof of 
Lemma 5). We now show that this is always the case for sufficiently large n and 
deduce from this that the exchange method can only be implemented using Yen,, 
for at most a few small values of n (see Table 1). 
So suppose that, in the discussion in Section 2, we take X to be Ye,,, with n and 
t such that this is a balanced spread of order n. Then, in the notation of (6), 
J={3~+3n+7r--5:1~r~n}, 
so that 
J\Z=?J {3c+3n+7r-5,3c+lOn-7r+2} 
r=l 
Table 1 
Key: l complete permutation exists for some c (refer to Section 5 and [4,7,2]) 
? exchange conditions not violated, but existence of complete permutation not investigated. 
t q#)en. 
x 4&?-l)<n. 
X, n=3(mod5). 
X, n=2(mod5). 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
ri 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 
q,(i) 6 2 5 1 4 0 3 6 2 5 1 4 
q/- 1) 13 . 9 . 12 n.1 XI 8 l 11 ? 7 ? ? 10 13 X1 9 t 12 ? 8 t 11 t 
x n,Z 
. x2 l X X X x2 X X X X x2 
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where 
3n + 3 
fi= 
[ 1 7 
(This proof generalizes to multi-component exchanges involving k components, 
with k 2 2, on replacing q3 by qk+,, in an obvious notation in keeping with (ll), 
and, for real X, [x] denotes the integer part of X. Note that 
li G= 1, for n 2 2; fi 22, for n 24. 
For some Y, with 1 s r d fi, if the balanced pair (3c + 3n + 7r - 5,3c + 10n - 
7r + 2) in ./\I 1s involved in a double component exchange, then we require 
3c + 6n - q, - 2 = 3c + 3n + 7r - 5, 3c + 7n + q, + 1 = 3c + 10n - 7r + 2, 
giving 
q, = q,(r) = 3n - 7r - 3. 
Hence 
0 d q,(C) < 7, n 32; (20a) 
and 
7 6 ql(R - 1) < 14, n 2 4. (20b) 
With this preparation we can now state and prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. (i) 1f n Z= 4, with n $3 (mod 5), and q,(ii - 1) d n, then the exchange 
method cannot be implemented with the balanced spread 9&. 
(ii) if n > 2, with n $2 (mod 5), and q,(E) < n, then the exchange method 
cannot be implemented with the balanced spread ST,,,. 
Proof. (i) We see, from Lemma 1, that for X = X,,,, n $3 (mod 5), y,+, = r, 
16 r c n. If n 3 4 and q,(fi - 1) c n, then (18) and (19) conflict at least when 
q, = q,(k) or q,(ti - 1). Thus, in this case, there are at least two balanced pairs in 
J\Z not involved in a double component exchange. But at most one single 
component exchange is permitted. Hence, there is at least one balanced pair in 
J\I which cannot be exchanged, that is the exchange method cannot be 
implemented. 
(ii) If SY = Xn,, n + 2 (mod 5), then, again from Lemma 1, we see that 
y, = r - 1, 1 G r d n. If n s 2 and ql(fi) < n, then (18) and (19) conflict at least 
when qL = q,(C) and the corresponding balanced pair in J\I is therefore not 
involved in a double component exchange. Indeed, it cannot then be exchanged 
at all, since, as remarked earlier, single component exchanges are not possible 
with X,,,. Hence, the exchange method cannot be implemented. 0 
From (20a), the hypothesis of Lemma 8(i) holds at least for n 2 13 while from 
(20b), that of Lemma 8(ii) holds at least for n 2 7. This leaves only a few small 
values of n to be considered, the details for which are displayed in Table 1. 
Hence, we obtain our final theorem. 
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Theorem 4. (i) The exchange method can be implemented with Xn,l when n = 1, 2 
or 4 and possibly when n = 5, 6, 7 or 10. 
(ii) The exchange method can be implemented with Y&2 only for n = 1 or 3. 
Appendix 
We write permutations as products of their disjoint cycles. For each constraint 
u+ v on NC+, which we consider, we give first the values of c for which it cannot 
be satisfied, either because the vectors u and v are not viable for c or because the 
components of any one of u, y or v - ~4 are not all distinct, and then examples for 
some other values of c obtained from computer studies. (Recall that we write Z 
for -n (negative n).) 
Al. The sliding constraint 
- - 
(0, 5, 10, 7,2,3,3 - c, i -c) 
1 - - - 
(0, 1,2,5,4,3,3 + i, i - 3) 
on NC+3 for i = 1 or 2. 
(a) i = 1: cannot be satisfied for c G 8 or c = 10. 
c = 9: none found. 
c=ll: (13,6,11,10,2,4,9,12,5,1,8,4,10,2,9,12)(7,5,6)(~,7,11,i,8,13,3)(0). - - 
c=12; (14,7,5,7,13,6,8,13)(12,11,2,4,10,2,10,6,5,1,9,4,12,i,9,14,3,3) 
(8,11)(O). 
(b) i = 2: cannot be satisfied for c s 7 or c = 9, 10. 
c = 8: unique example: 
c = 11: 
c = 12: 
c = 13: 
- - -- -- _ - 
(i&7,5,5,1,7,2,4,4,6,1,8,3,3)(9,8)(2,9,6, lo)(O). 
(~,~,~,i,9,~,~,8,12,7,13,3,~,~)(11,10,?,~,6,11,4,8,5,1,10,2)(0). - - 
(14,7,5,7,12,3,3,8,6,9,5,1,11,2,4,9,13, 
6,14,4,10,2,10,1,12,11,8,13)(0). - - 
(3, s, ii, i, 10,2,10,5,1,9,& 6,7,5,8,14,7, - - 
12,2,4,13,12,4,14)(3,11,15,4,13,3)(0). 
A2. The sliding constraint 
- - 
(9,4,1,6,2,3,8,13, c + 2, 5 - c, i - c) 
1 - - - - 
(8,7,6,5,1,2,3,4,O,i, i - 5) 
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Table 2 
Number of permutations satisfying the constraint in A2 
for selected values of c, i and j 
c i=l,j=5 i=l,j=6 i=2, j=6 
10 X X 
11 1056 488 
12 a 10 z= 10 
13 2 10 2 10 
14 X X 
215 ? ? 
Key: X constraint cannot be satisfied. 
? constraint not investigated. 
23 
X 
F= 10 
G= 10 
X 
? 
(b) i = 2, j = 6; cannot be satisfied for c s 9 or c = 11, 14. 
(13)(12,0,10)(11,9, s, 3)(7, i, 9,4)(6,7,11,5,12,8,3,2,10,2,1) c = 10: 
c = 12; 
c = 13; 
(5,6)(4,13). -- - - 
(15)(14,0,9,15,7,12,2,1,6,5,13,4,9,8,12) - - 
(13,11, i, 11,4,7,6,5,10,14,8,3,2,10,3). - - - - 
(16)(15,0,13,9,8,6,5,11,4,7)(14,12) 
(11,3,9,16,12,2,1,6,7,13,4,14,8,3,2,10, i, 10,15,5) 
We give examples only in the cases (a) i = 1, j = 5 and (b) i = 2, j = 6, since, 
although we also studied the case i = 1, j = 6 as indicated in Table 2, cases (a) and 
(b) suffice between them to confirm Theorem 3. 
(a) i = 1, j = 5: cannot be satisfied for c < 10 or c = 14. - - -----_ 
c=ll: (14)(13,0,9,13,4,9,8,12,10,4,7)(11,3,11,i)(6,5,10,8,3,2,12,2,1) 
(3-7,>4,6). - - -- - 
c = 12: (15)(14,0,11, I, 9,15,13,4,9,8,7,12,2,1,&E, 3,13,11,4,7,5,10) 
(3,&J, 2,103 1476). 
c = 13; (16)(15,0,12,2,1,6,i& 12,4,7,7,9,8,5,10,3,8,3,2,11,1,13) 
(5,11,15,9,14,10,16,6)(4,13) 
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